Lifecycles

Getting into activities
Curriculum Links
England
 Science: Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird
Wales
 Science: The plants and animals found in two contrasting local environments, e.g. identification,
nutrition, life cycles, place in environment
Northern Ireland
 The world around us: Ways in which change occurs over both short and long periods of time in
the physical and natural world

Activity A
Show the class the ‘Lifecycles’ visual (see final page of this document). A lifecycle shows how
a living thing grows into an adult and has offspring itself. All living things have a life cycle. We
organise living things into groups according to certain characteristics they have. Which main
animal groups appear on this visual? (the ladybird is an invertebrate, the frog is an amphibian
and the goose is a bird). You may need to discuss/recap the main animal groups - mammals,
invertebrates, fish, birds, reptiles and amphibians. Which stage of a lifecycle is the most
important? (they are all as important as each other, the animal species would not exist if it didn’t
have all the stages in the lifecycle). For most animals, including those in this visual, is it the male or
the female of the species that lays the eggs? (female).

Activity B
We call each different part of the lifecycle a ‘stage’. Talk through the names of all the stages in
each lifecycle on the ‘Lifecycles’ visual. Give each learner a visual and ask them to write the names
of each stage on it. NB. the ladybird has a ‘pupa’ stage, similar to a butterfly. You may need to
explore this stage in more detail with learners if it is an unfamiliar concept.
A cat is a mammal. Do cats lay eggs? (no, mammals give birth to live young). What does the
lifecycle of a cat look like? How many stages are there? (There are two stages. A female cat has
a kitten and it grows into a cat. That cat then mates and has kittens and so on). Explain that you
would now like learners to add a lifecycle of a mammal to the visual. Tell learners they can choose
any mammal. You may want learners to draw the lifecycle or search for images online, resize, print,
cut and stick on the visual. Learners should add arrows and name the stages within the lifecycle.
Finally ask learners to add titles ‘An example of an amphibian/mammal/invertebrate/bird lifecycle’
to each lifecycle on their visual.

AGES

7-11

Less time?
Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?
Extend Activity A by asking the class What do animals learn from their parents? e.g. hunting,
chasing, some communications (vocal calls, body language), where to find food, even how to eat
some kinds of foods. Why do animals teach their young these skills? Animals don’t stay with their
parents for their whole lives, they need to know how to do it themselves. They will have a better
chance of survival and this will mean they are more likely to reproduce, making more animals of
the same species.

Go outside
Go for a walk and think about where you might find the different stages of a lifecycle:
Where would a bird lay eggs? If learners say ‘in a nest’, challenge them to think where that nest
would be. Where would it be safest? i.e. in a small, young tree or high in the branches of a large
tree? Some birds make nests on the ground. What are the pros and cons of this? (They can make
best use of the cover within the habitat but are easier to access from predators e.g. foxes). What
are the main threats to the survival of egg and chicks? (weather, predators, lack of food, being
abandoned, human interference). Can you find natural objects that birds may use to build a nest?
(moss, twigs, feathers etc). Why do birds choose these?
Where would a ladybird lay eggs? If learners say ‘on a leaf’, challenge them to think which leaf it
would be i.e. the outer leaves of a plant or would it be safer for them to lay them deeper within a
bush? What are the main reasons eggs may not survive? (weather and predators).
Where would a hedgehog give birth to her young? Female hedgehogs will create a warm, cosy
nest somewhere sheltered and safe (this is hard for them in human inhabited areas). If the nest is
disturbed soon after the birth, the mother will abandon her hoglets. Find the most suitable place
a hedgehog could raise her young, in the school playground. It is important that we know about
these places and protect them, for many more animals in the future to start their lives and bring up
their young.
WWT protect wetlands which are breeding grounds for many species of water birds. A mallard
duck is an example. Can you predict the sorts of places where a mallard duck might lay its eggs?
When you visit your local WWT centre you might wish to look out for suitable sites for ducks to lay
eggs and/or ask the learning team whether your predictions were correct.
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